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In [3] N. Ito proved that if p is a prime and if G is a finite p-

solvable linear group over the complex number field of degree less

than p — 1, then G has a normal abelian Sylow ^-subgroup. In this

paper the same type of proof (see also [l, p. 143]) will be used for

the following result.

Theorem. Let pbea prime and let G be a finite p-solvable group which

contains a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup of order pa. If G has a faithful repre-

sentation over the complex number field of degree less than p"~'(p — l)

where t is an integer such that l^t^a, then G has a normal subgroup

of order p*.

Let G be a counterexample to the theorem of minimal order. Let P

be a fixed Sylow p-subgroup of G of order pa, P0 the unique subgroup

of P of order pK Clearly, G is not a p-group. Let |G| have at least

three distinct prime divisors. Since G is p-solvable, G contains a (p, q)-

Hall subgroup S(p, q) for any prime q which is distinct from p [4,

page 196]. Since G^S(p, q), Po<l S(p, q) by the induction hypothesis.

Since this is true for any q which is distinct from p, P0<1 G. Hence we

may assume that |G| =paqb for some prime a^Ap.

From now on x will denote a fixed faithful character of G (i.e., a

character of a faithful representation of G) of minimal degree. A

contradiction will be obtained after a series of short steps.

(1) x *'5 irreducible.

Proof. Suppose x is reducible. Let xi be a nonlinear irreducible

constituent of x and let K be its kernel. Then l^P^G and since

Xi is nonlinear, PK^G.

It can now be seen that PoK<\G. If P0^K, this is clear. Hence

assume that \K\ =pcqd, 0^c<t, O^d^b. Since xi is a faithful char-

acter of G/K of degree less than pa~'(p— 1) =£<"-«>-< *-•>(£ — 1), the

induction hypothesis implies that G/K contains a normal subgroup

of order p'~c. Let Pi^P be such that PiK/K is this group. Then

PXK<G and |Pi| =p' and hence Pi=P„.

The induction hypothesis implies that P0<1 PK. Therefore P0<1 PnK

whence P0<1G. This contradiction proves (1).

Let Q be a Sylow g-subgroup of G.

(2) Q<G.
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Proof. Let Q0 be the maximal normal g-subgroup of G. Then

G/Qo contains no normal g-subgroup. Let Pi ^ P be such that PiQo/Qo

is the maximal normal ^-subgroup of G/Q0. By Lemma 1.2.3 of [2],

PiQo/Qo contains its centralizer in G/Q0. Hence, P^PiQo and

so P=Pi and PQo<\G. The induction hypothesis forces PQ0 = G.

Hence, Q0 is a Sylow g-subgroup of G as was to be shown.

(3) G contains no normal p-subgroup.

Suppose on the contrary that G contains a proper normal ^-sub-

group U. Then P^C(P)<1G. If C(U)^G, then P0<!C(P) and so

Po<l G, a contradiction. Therefore C(U)=G and p\ \ Z(G) | where

Z(G) is the center of G. Let Pi = PC\Z(G). Then Xi.Pi=x(1)m where

p. is a linear character of Pi. Let X be a linear character of G/Q such

that X|Pj=/Z. Then X% is a faithful character of G/P\. The induction

hypothesis yields that (since Pi^Po) P0/Pi<l G/Piand hence P0 < G,

a contradiction.

(4) xiq is irreducible. Hence Q is nonabelian.

Suppose xiq is reducible. Let Pi be the maximal subgroup of P

such that X\PiQ is reducible. Since x is an irreducible character of G,

Pit^P. Let P2 be the unique subgroup of P such that |P2: Pi| =p.

By maximality of Pi, X\p,q is irreducible. By [l, pp. 54—55], XipiQ is a

sum of p distinct conjugate characters and if 6 is one of these, the

inertia group of 9 in P2Q is PiQ. But this implies that the inertia group

of 6 in G is PiQ. Therefore the induced character 8* is irreducible and

X=0*. Hencex(l) = |G:Pi<2|0(l)=£0(l) and so \G:PiQ\=p. Now
0(l)=x(l)/P<P(a~l)~'(p-l)- Thus xipiQ is a faithful character of

PiQ all of whose irreducible constituents have degree less than

p(.a-\)-itp_ j-)_ j^et g^ ■ . . t Kp be the kernels of these constituents.

If t^a— 1, the induction hypothesis implies that PiP0<l Pi<2 for all i.

If this is the case, then P0=KiPBr\K2P0r\ ■ ■ ■ r\KpP0<PiQ and so

Po<lG. Since this cannot occur, t>a — 1 or t = a, contradicting [3].

This proves (4).

(5) If Qo is a proper subgroup of Q normal in G, then Qo^Z(G).

Proof. Since Qa<\G, PQ0 is a group and PQo^G since Qo^Q. By

induction P0<PQ0. This implies that P0Qo = PoXQo and Po^C(Qo)

< G. Suppose C(Qa) t^G. Then X|C(Q0) must be reducible for otherwise

Schur's Lemma would imply Qo ̂  Z(G), each element of Qo commuting

with the irreducible system C(Qo). P is not contained in C(Qo) since

otherwise induction yields P0<1 C((?o) and so P0<1 G.

Suppose PC(Qo)9^G. Then P0<PC(Qo) and hence P0<C(Q0)
which is not the case. Therefore, PC(Qo)=G and |G: C(<2o)| is a

power of p. This implies that \\q is reducible, contradicting (4). (5) is

now proved.
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As G has no normal subgroup of index q, neither does G/Q'. Now

G/Q' has an abelian g-Sylow subgroup. Suppose there exists Q0<IG

with Q'<Qo<Q. By (5) Q0^Z(G) and Q0/Q' is a subgroup of the
center of G/Q'. Therefore [5, page 173] G/Q' contains a normal sub-

group of index q, which is a contradiction. This proves

(6) Q/Q' is a minimal normal subgroup of G/Q'.

(7) Let N(P) and C(P) be, respectively, the normalizer and the cen-

tralizer of P in G. Then N(P) = C(P) =PXQ'.
Proof. Let Qi = N(P)C\Q. Then N(P) =PXQi^C(P). Hence,

N(P) = C(P). Q'SQi by (5) and so Qi<Q since Q/Q' is abelian.
Therefore, Qi<\G. By (6), Qi = Q', proving (7).

By (5), Q'^Z(Q) and by (6), Q'=Z(Q). Since Q'^Z(G), Q' is
cyclic, x being irreducible and faithful. By (6), Q/Q' has exponent

q. Hence by [l, p. 142],

(8) |Z((?)| =q, \Q:Q'\ =qin for some integer n and every nonlinear

character of Q has degree qn.

Since the cyclic group P is faithful on the chief factor Q/Q', it

follows that pa divides q2n — 1, and so qn= ±1 mod pa. This implies

that

p" ~ o" + 1 = x(l) + 1 < Pa~'(P - 1) + 1 = Pa~t+1 - p"'1 + 1

< ^o-'+i ^ p"t

a final contradiction.
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